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____ Pers. Management

         Assistance
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____ General

____ Prof Resp-Ethics

____ Access to Justice

____ Child Abuse Rep.

____ Practical Skills

____ Pers. Management

         Assistance
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I. Office 365 Description and Components Overview:
Cloud-Based Productivity Service

A. Lync
B. Office Professional 2013

C. SharePoint

D. Exchange

II. Lync

A. Increased Productivity

1. Decreases email

2. Faster response time
3. Fingertip conferencing
4. Constant visual status of available parties
5. Archiving of Instant Messaging and record of

phone conversations.

B. Constant Connectivity with Microsoft Exchange
C. People Icon

1. External and internal contacts

2. Federation

3. Blocking

D. Instant Messaging

1. Past conversations

2. Archiving
3. Emoticons

E. Calendar Icon shows upcoming Lync meetings
F. What's happening today status bar
G. Status puiis from Outlook calendar items
H. Location

I. Meet Now feature (can be used for recording
screencast)

J. Tagging individuals for Lync presence
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III. Microsoft Office Professional 2013

A. Microsoft Word 2013 Demo

1. Random text generator =rand(50)
2. New Design tab
3. New Read Mode: Automatically resizes document

to the full window

4. Edit a PDF without special software
5. Present Online

6. Autocorrect/Auto text

B. Microsoft Excel 2013 Demo

1. Flash Fill

2. Chart Tools

3. Slowing scroll at end of copy/paste

C. Microsoft OneNote 2013 Demo

1. Legal Client Notebook with phone integration
(photo)

2. Legal Trial Notebook
3. Screen Clipping for investigation

IV. SharePoint

A. Public facing SharePoint websites

1. htto //www.ferrari.com

2. htto //www.eneraizer.com

3. htto //www.chilis.com

4. htto //www.delllawoffice.net

5. http //www. ru ra ib us inessattorneys. COm/

B. Information Architecture

1. SharePoint Admin/Librarian
2. Metadata vs. nested folders: Strengths and

weaknesses
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C. Morgan Blackstone Demo SharePoint site

1. Client number search

2. Filter on Attorney Name
3. Keyword Search

D. Concurrent Document authoring with Lync Integration
E. Site Mailbox with Outlook integration
F. Filing Documents in Document Libraries with Outlook

Integration
G. Enterprise Social with Yammer

1. Tags
2. SharePoint Integration
3. SharePoint Searching
4. Collaboration and Productivity

V. Mobile Integration with Office 365

A. Lync Mobile
B. Yammer Mobile

C. Office Mobile

1. Editing Word Document
2. Editing Excel Document
3. Executing Excel Formula

VI. Microsoft Exchange

A. www.trustoffice365.com

B. System reliability with 99.9% service level guarantee
C. Easy recovery from device failures
D. Centralized IT management console
E. Email hosted and run from Microsoft globally-redundant

server

F. In-place eDiscovery across Exchange, SharePoint, Lync.
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A Savvy Training &Consulting created this Attorney Productivity White Paper
to help firms maximize productivity for attorneys and other billing entities through

technological advancements in software and communication. This guide is divided into five
topics: Document Production/Software Expertise, Communication, Document Exchange/
Filings, and Training Recommendations.

A Document Production/Software Expertise

In 2013 D. Casey Flaherty, corporate counsel at Kia Motors, developed a basic technology
competency audit that he administered to outside law firms. He concluded that the lawyers
he audited were deficient in effectively utilizing the software tools of the trade, namely Adobe
Acrobat, Microsoft Word, and Microsoft Excel.

As technological advances provide opportunities for attorneys to be more efficient, the
incentive to do so seems to be lacking. Basic technical skills in document building, document
conversion, and document management are essential in nearly every legal setting; however,
without a clear-cut financial incentive, inertia often sets in for attorneys and staff alike.
Flaherty also suggests that alternative fee arrangements might help to resolve the issue of
technological insufficiency in law firms.

Using legal-specific baseline skills assessment tools, Profiscience Partners captured data that
showed an average rate of 64% proficiency in document production for legal secretaries. In a
firm with 100 secretaries at an average yearly salary of $50,000, this shows a total loss of
$833,333 over the course of a year.

In a 2012 report, McKinsey Global Institute noted that "Employees spend about 23% of their
working hours searching for and gathering information that will help them do their jobs." This
supports the view that better access to information and better training on software expertise
can dramatically increase productivity for both attorneys who produce/edit documents as well
as their staff.

© Savvy Training & Consulting 2014 Page 2
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A
Communication

Outlook

Most users of email are struggling with overload. Monica Seeley, an email management
expert, estimates that individuals lose up to 20 days per year because they deal with
electronic communication poorly. Unwanted and incorrectly directed email has created a glut
that is turning users away from a valuable communication tool that, when used judiciously, is
a powerful productivity-boosting resource.

An entire generation of users comprised mostly of digital natives has come to eschew the
concept of email entirely. These users prefer to use text messaging and social networks. In
2008 Boston College stopped offering email addresses to students, and new generations of
digital consumers and workers are following suit by using tools like Microsoft Lync for instant
messaging, and Yammer for Enterprise Social communication and collaboration.

With discipline and tools native to Outlook, users can immediately institute a few automatic
measures to control the volume of unnecessary email. See below for some of these

measures:

1. Embark on an unsubscribe mission and unsubscribe from all marketing emails that are
not of value to you.

2. Use Outlook junk designation for email that continues after failed unsubscribe attempts.

3. Use Outlook rules to automatically route valuable marketing emails to a folder other
than your inbox.

4. Use Outlook tasks to organize and prioritize tasks that require attention at a later date
and time.

5. Use Outlook calendar to create meetings (either by web, phone, or in person) for issues
that require the time of another person.

© Savvy Training & Consulting 2014 Page 3
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Enterprise Social

Enabling an area for social interaction in a digital realm can allow a greater level of useful
collaboration while drastically decreasing email. The prevalent perception is that social
networking is a purely personal outlet for communication, but when instituted at the
enterprise level, the results can be a valuable addition to current enterprise communications.

If executed in an organized and controlled way, this social interaction creates a shared
repository for the types of ideas and interaction that might ordinarily be recorded on a white
board or flip chart. With Enterprise Social technologies, firms can permanently capture and
categorize a fluid dynamic form of collaboration which can be easily stored and retrieved at a
later date.

In 2013 Deloitte predicted that by the end of the year more than 90 percent of Fortune 500

companies will have implemented an Enterprise Social Network. In 2013 the automaker
Ferrari limited its employees to only three in-house recipients per email. While this seems
like an unrealistic policy, with an Enterprise Social platform like Yammer, limiting the number
of email recipients is a savvy way for management to direct discussions away from email and
toward an Enterprise Social platform better suited to the task.

A Document Exchange and Court Filings

Exchanging documents with others, filing court documents, and delivering documents to a
variety of entities creates differing challenges in document production. Efficiency in PDF
creation, stripping of metadata, inclusion of some editing freedom, and other document
control strategies can boost productivity in a legal technology setting.

Clients

Careful consideration should be given when allowing a client access to edit or comment on a
document. Document metadata is of special importance. A client could conceivably be
assessing an attorney's productivity (or inefficiency) by looking at the metadata to see how
much time was spent in the document or who edited the document. Although metadata
scrubbers are a valuable tool, some of them will delete track changes. Opening up a
document to client collaboration means being careful about what metadata is scrubbed.

© Savvy Training & Consulting 2014 Page 4
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Many clients are becoming more sophisticated in their own software usage. They are able to
assess an author's or editor's skill level by simply looking at the way documents are
formatted. Sharing documents in their native format exposes inconsistent or inefficient
formatting practices. The overall health of documents shared with clients can be a matter of
concern and, as Flaherty noted in his report, may cause a corporate client to look elsewhere
for its legal counsel.

Co-Counsel

Restrict Editing is a native feature in Microsoft Word that can be a useful productivity tool.
Restricting co-counsel to only certain parts or features in a document can eliminate
miscommunication and duplication of efforts. Restricting co-counsel to providing only
comments on the document eliminates the possibility of accidental deletion or unwanted
editing.

Opposing Counsel

Documents provided in discovery are usually in PDF format and sometimes in Microsoft Word.
Documents of either type should have a very careful and thorough stripping of metadata.

Courts

Specific filing requirements for each court are a potential drain on productivity. Courts
generally require a PDF/A, which means no changes can be made to the document after it is
produced. Although PDF/A files do permit links within the document, links to other documents
or Internet locations will be rendered invalid. Knowing and following these rules and

regulations per court or jurisdiction can boost productivity and cut down on work that will be
later stripped away.

Regulatory Agencies

The Securities and Exchange Commission and the Small Business Association are two notable
agencies that require electronic filings and have very strict rules on document content,
structure, and accessibility. Being well-versed on these requirements is of special importance
to productivity.

© Savvy Training & Consulting 2014 Page 5
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Closing Books

Transactional projects (e.g., purchase of a shopping center) includes many different types of
contracts, agreements, and associated documents. While early iterations of closing books
included a physical binder, the digital nature of current legal technology requires knowledge
and skill at combining documents into a cohesive digital format that is indexed and marked in
a manner that makes information easy to locate. Although in larger firms, a paralegal or
secretary would usually perform such tasks, attorney productivity would benefit from such
knowledge and skill.

Know Your Audience

The bottom line in exchanging documents is becoming adept at only giving the required
information and nothing more. If a client only cares about the words as they would look on a
sheet of paper, a PDF is the perfect vehicle. If a client wants to touch and edit and be
involved in the document, then full rights are required. As mentioned earlier, restricting
editing to certain styles or to the insertion of comments and track changes is a valuable
collaboration tool.

When working with co-counsel, it is always wise to have a pre-determined editing strategy.
Decide at the initial meeting, if possible, who will take the lead on document authoring.
Microsoft's marketing strategies notwithstanding, it is usually more efficient to have a primary
author. Co-counsel or clients might make suggested edits, but we have often seen chaos
result when more than one author is attempting to edit the same portion of a document.
When too many editors have free reign within a single document unnecessary time is often
spent trying to recreate a master version.

© Savvy Training &. Consulting 2014 Page 6
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A Training Recommendations

II
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With research from Profisclence Partners that shows document production is only at a 64%
level of proficiency, and research from McKenzie Global Institute suggesting that 23% of
working hours are spent searching for and gathering information that will help workers do
their jobs, we at Savvy Training have identified a need for a core productivity training
program.

Our targeted training program focuses on assessment and training using the firm's own
software tools along with productivity training in Microsoft Word, Excel, and Adobe Acrobat.
Skills to refine searching, keyboard skills, continuous process improvement, and alternative
thinking are the backbone of our program.

An effective training program is one that is aimed at filling identified skill gaps. This is, by
nature, a two-step process: identifying the gaps; and training or providing resources for
filling them. We have found the following broad guidelines helpful in anticipating the
approximate amount of time that might be used for the average user to bridge the skill gaps
to an acceptable level. These timings are for general reference and should be tailored to the
individual and the skills that need addressing.

Secretaries/Power Users

Paralegals/Legal Assistants

Attorneys

© Savvy Training & Consuiting 2014 Page 7
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A About the Authors & Company

Lesly Kenney has been active in digital data file management since 1986. She has an
Executive M.B.A. from the University of Redlands, with a background that includes high-
volume healthcare document production, medical legal case summarization, and
postsecondary instruction. Lesly has a passion for improving productivity through process
evaluation and technology integration.

Terry Aurit spent 30 years working in document production at major law firms, developing
and enforcing firm wide document standards. She has routinely been tasked with learning
new technology and developing best practices for attorneys and other legal staff. Terry is a
former Justice of the Peace, Pro Tempore, and holds a Master's Degree in Education from
Capella University.

Savvy Training & Consulting has been providing software training and legal-specific software
to the legal community since 1986, first as the training division of Micro One, and since 1997,
as an independent training company. Our products and services include:

• Client-Site and Web-Delivered Software Instruction and Support

• The Highly Acclaimed SavvySMART^"^ Training Content Library

• User and Instructor Training Manuals

• Quick Reference Aids

• Self-Paced Tutorials with Table of Contents Navigation to Quickly Locate Specific

Topics

• Scored Quizzes

• Self-Paced Workbooks with Exercises

• Software Proficiency Improvement

• UniversitySite Learning Management System

• SkillSite Assessment (formal assessment)

• Skills Surveys (informal)

© Savvy Training & Consulting 2014 Page 8
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For additional information on Savvy Training products and services, please contact Debbie
Bovee in the eastern U.S. and Canada at 585.293.9250, or Lauri LaBadie in the western U.S.

and Canada at 303.758.3636.

© Savvy Training & Consulting 2014 Page 9
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"For a legal secretary, the average rate of
proficiency for document production is 64%"
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"Employees spend
about 23% of their

working hours
searching for and

gathering information
that will help them do

their jobs."
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THAT'S ABOUT 60 DAYS A YEAR!

"Companies are losing
up to 20 days per

person per year dealing
with email poorly."

Monica Seeley Author of Brilliant Email
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Up-to-date with the best tools
Get a new Windows 8 Pro PC or tablet today and update
to Windows 8.1 Pro for free through the Windows Store
or Volume Licensing Service Center, coming soon. And
when you subscribe to Office 365, you get updates for
Office 365 for free.

More productive from virtually anywhere
Lync from Office 365 lets you join and start meetings
wherever work takes you. Share your desktop or
presentation, add audio or HD video, and work
together on a shared whiteboard.
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Your files, always with you, on all your devices
Windows 8.1 Pro and Office 365 let you work from amazing
tablets and PCs, whileyour files, apps, Start screen layout,
and settings are automatically synced across all your
Windows 8.1 devices.

Keep your business safe and secure
Windows 8 is over 20 times more secure than Windows XR*
Keep your business more secure with hardware-level
security of TPM chips on latest Windows 8 Pro devices.
And control access to your files with Office 365.

*Microsoft Security Intelligence Report, Volume 14, 2012.
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chased within90 days of purchase of Windows8 Prodevice.All bundled offers require 1:1ratio of vyindows and Office. Contact your RAM for additional details about each offer.

There's never been a better time for
your business to get modern.

Some features require Windows8.1. Update available through WindowsStore or
the Volume Licensing Service Center. Internet accessrequired;fees mayapply.
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Introducing the new Office
Office

The new Office provides business-class productivity and collaboration for SMB
organizations. Enjoy virtually anywhere access to your familiar Office applications,
with business-grade email, calendar, video conferencing, and most up-to-date
documents across nearly all your devices - from PCs to smartphones to tablets.

What's new

Devices

The new Office works great
across many devices. With Its
modernized, clean, and fluid
user interface that works great
with touch, mouse and
keyboard, or pen, the new
Office has new and improved
ways for you to work more
efficiently and naturally.

Cloud

New subscription services.
The new Office is available as

a cloud-based subscription
service. As a subscriber, you
automatically get future up
grades in addition to exciting
cloud services including
documents cloud storage via
SkyDrive, allowing you to
access your content across
your tablet, PCand phone.

Social

Stay connected to your
contacts. The new People Card
aggregates information for
your contacts - including
Facebook and Linkedin - to

give you one unified view. You
can quickly schedule a meeting,
send an email, start an IM or
voice and video chat, or host
a multiparty HD video
conference in a few clicks.

Simplified IT

The common set of IT

management tools. The new
Office simplifies IT. Whether
you are a small business with
limited IT resources or a larger
company with an ITinfra
structure, you can easily set
up the new Office and have
Microsoft handle the main

tenance and security, but still
have the control you want*

Why upgrade to the new Office
If your company fits one of these four scenarios, then it's time to consider upgrading to the new Office.

Old server. Are you using an old server and you're worried about security
and maintenance costs?

Growing needs. Is your company growing and looking for technology to
help meet your business mobility and collaboration needs?
Hosted mall. Are you having trouble managing a number of disconnected
web-based email accounts or software?

Old Office. Are you using outdated versions of Office such as Office 2003
and experiencing compatibility issues or concerns about end of support?

Top reasons to buy Office
Aiiywhefe access Wbrkihg together Look prdfessjdha IBest on Wind End of support

Wprk from virtually
anywhere with access to
your latest documents
and files using familiar
Office applications,
optimized for use across
PCs, smartphones, and
tablets.

Work together, easily
using your familiar
Office applications
with business email,
shared calendar,
document sharing, and
high definition video
conferencing.

* Office 365 only.
For more information visit Office.com

©2012 Microsoft Corporation.

Highlysecure business
email and external

websites present your
company's professional
image to customers.
New features in Excel

and PowerPoint allow

you to easily analyze
your data and hold
effective presentations.

The new Office works

well across on many
devices but it delivers a

great experience on
Windows 8. Office

responds to touch as
naturally as it does to
keyboard and mouse.

Running Office 2003
and Windows XP after

the end-of-support date
(April 8, 2014) may
expose your company

to security, compliance,
and compatibility risks
due to a lack of ongoing
updates.



Experience the new Office today
Power of Choice
Whether you are a small organization with limited
IT resources or a large organization with advanced IT
needs, the new Office has solutions optimized for
business size and IT needs. The new Office delivers the
best value to companies through Office 365 cloud
subscription services, which gives you access to the
familiarOfficedesktop applications as well as business-
grade email, shared calendar, and video conferencing.
Office isavailable through traditional Office on premises
as well. Choose the version of Officethat best fits your
organization's size and needs.

Office Desktop Applications
Latest version of Officesuite as a subscription
Per user licensing across 5 PC/Mac and 5 mobile devices
Roaming documents, applications, and settings
Office on demand to stream the full Office to a PC

• Office 365

Optimized
for:

Office

Office 365 Office 365
Office 365

Enterprise
Small Business

Premium

Midsize

Business

1-10 users

No IT skills

needed

11-250 users

Internal or
partner-

supported IT

250-t- users

Advanced IT

needs

Office Home Office Office

& Business Professional Professional

2013 Plus 2013 Plus 2013

SharePoint Online

Document sharing and management in the cloud
Internal and external sites for working together on projects
Online and offlineaccess to your documents
Build your company publicwebsitewitheasy-to-use templates

rj Office 365

Exchange Online
Hosted business class email and shared calendar

25 GB of storage space per user
Use your own domain name to send emails

Premium spam and malware protection

Lync Online
Multiparty HDvideo conferencing

Real-time note taking and document sharing
Instant messaging and presence across firewalls

Skype federation with presence, IM, and voice

Why choose Office 365 over
the competition?
WHAT WE DO:

o We provide a familiar, consistent user experience
across PC, tablet, phone, and browser that virtually
eliminates the learning curve.

o We provide an integrated, easy-to-use solution that
allows you to access documents online and offline,
share calendars, instant message, and make PC-to-
PC calls—allowing you to get work done virtually
anytime, anywhere.

WHAT WE DON'T DO:

o We don't scan Office 365 customers' email for

ad targeting. There is no ad-supported version of
Office 365.

o We don't require you to use a number of individual
solutions to meet your business needs.

What people are saying about
Office 365

"The new Office is the best Office... beautiful,
modern software, radically different from anything
it's done before."

- Gizmodo
(Office 365 reviewer)

"We tried to use Google Docs, but it didn't work
reliably and often skewed the formatting."

- NaturallyMe
(Office 365 Small Business customer)

"When you look at the capabilities, the price per user,
and the opportunity costs ofsupporting on-premises
servers internally, we are confident Office365 is the
right decision for our business."

- Patagonia
(Office 365 Medium Size Business customer)

Visit Office.com or contact your partner to learn more about how you can experience the new Office today.

Microsoft
©2012 Microsoft Corporation.



Office 365 for
Small Businesses

C1 Office 365
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"It's the real deal, and it blows away
Google Apps."
- Edward F. Moltzen, CRN
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Work how you want, where you want

0 Use Office across your devices—PC, Mac,
tablet, smartphone

• Sign into Office to access the latest
version of your documents and personal
settings

o Sync files to your devices using SkyDrive
Pro for offline access and automatic re-

syncing and backup
o When away from your devices, sign into

Office using a browser and quickly
stream an Office application to a PC for
full-experience viewing and editing

f 'but in contr©!;

Manage without an IT staff

« Easy-to-use web-based management
center to add or delete users, manage
email, and set file-sharing policies

» Install Office on desktops quickly by
streaming directly from Office 365—
ready to use within moments of clicking
"install"

• Robust protection against malware,
spam, and viruses

• Ensure your files are safe with automatic
backup

o Financially-backed, 99.9 percent uptime
guarantee

36SMha^'
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Move to the cloud? Ifyou're like most small businesses then
chances are you've struggled with this issue—and with good
reason. Afterall, you've got a lot to thinkabout. What is the
cloud really going to cost? Will it enable your people to work
how and where they want while keeping you in control? How
do you know your data is secure? Don't worry. We hear you.

Thafs why we recommend Microsoft Office 365. Office 365 is a
cloud-based service hosted by Microsoft that brings together
familiar Microsoft Office desktop applications with business-
class email, shared calendars, instant messaging (IM), video
conferencing, and file sharing. With Office365, you'll receive
secure, enterprise-grade tools for a predictable monthly cost
and no upfront infrastructure investments. Get your work done
faster from virtually anywhere, working with the Office you
already know!

lL#o'k irffflofie' iisffofessioiiiia^

Make the best impression

o Save up to 7GB of files to the cloud,
open/edit files in your browser, share
large files easily, and sync to your
computer for offline access using
SkyDrive Pro

• Showcase your work and impress
customers using HD video conferencing
and screen sharing

0 Market your business with an easy-to-
create website using your own domain
name—without needing a designer or
paying additional hosting fees

toff 5);f©uff 'iffiweStfrneriit

Get a familiar experience for a
predictable price

Business-grade tools designed for your
business

Always get the latest technology for a
predictable monthly cost
Simplified per-user licensing of up to 5
devices per user
No upfront licensing costs
Easily add or delete users as you need to

With1©ffiSB65Tdur

PioduGtfAdvisor/and

©.fficS365ltakS
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©2013 Microsoft Corporation. Thisdocument isfor informational purposes only.MICROSOFT MAKES NOWARRANTIES, EXPRESS ORIMPLIED, INTHIS SUMMARY. Microsoft



Office 365

What's included

Office 365?

Office 365 is not a one-size-fits-all solution. Thereare multiple plans
available to fit different company sizes and needs. Features and benefits
include the following:

Fanniliar Office experience
Microsoft Office isthe world's leading productivity application
givingyou anywhere access from virtually any device.

• Always the latest version of the familiarOffice apps that you
use and install on your desktop (e.g. Word, Excel, PowerPoint)

• Consistent formatting across your PC, Mac, phone, browser
• Office WebAppsas onlinecompanion for lightediting in any

browser (Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari,or Firefox)

Instant messaging and video conferencing
Powered by Microsoft Lync Online, you can set up and join
online meetings in Outlook withJust one-click.

• Presence, IM, voice, and HD video conferencing
• Real-time note taking and document sharing
• Conduct online meetings with customers and partners
• Connect with Skype contacts using presence, IM, and voice

Business-class email

Powered by Microsoft Exchange Online, you can access your
emails, shared calendars, and contacts from your PC, Mac,
phone, and browser.

• 25 GB user mailboxes with up to 25 MB attachments
• Easy to add users and set up email on your domain name
• Robust anti-spam and anti-malware

Document sharing
Powered by Microsoft SharePoint Online, you can easily share
documents and information with colleagues and customers.

• Share documents with controlled access

• Sync online files to your devices for offline access
• Share team emails and documents with Site Mailboxes

• Co-edit documents with others at the same time

Q (0 @ (S) @

Officedesktop apps (subscriptionto the latest full-featured Office, up to 5 PCs/Macsper
user)

Email,calendar, antivirus/anti-spam, personal archive
Collaboration sites, secured file sharing
HD video conferencing, IM and presence
OfficeWeb Apps (for editing Office files in browser)
Publicweb site (no additional hosting fees)

24/7 technical phone support

ActiveDirectory integration for single sign-on
Advanced email:

o Archiving and legal hold capabilities, plus unlimited storage;
o Data Loss Prevention to avoid sharing certain data externally;
o Information Rights Management to set rules on emails

Simple interactive dashboards using Access, Excel, or Visio Services
eDiscovery for compliance

ReflectsUSpricing

Office 365

Small Business

Premium

1-10 users

$12.50/user/month

Critical issues only

1. TryOffice 365 today at www.office.com/smallbuslness
2. Schedule a free IT assessment

3. Read testimonials on www.whymicrosoft.com

Office 365

Midsize

Business

10-250 users

$15/user/month

Critical issues

(biz hours for non)

®2013 Microsoft Corporation.Thisdocument is for informational purposes only.MICROSOFT MAKES NOWARRANTIES, EXPRESS ORIMPLIED, INTHIS SUMMARY.

Office 365

Enterprise
E3

> 250 users

$20/user/month

o

o

e

o

e

For all issues

o

Microsoft



© Ahead of the Game

Business Anywhere
Give your employees the flexibility to work
wherever they need to be

As the division between our personal and business lives blurs, more people are working from home,
the office, and on the road-and using a growing assortment of mobile devices to do this work. This
flexibility can create great business benefits by fostering happier, more productive employees. But it
can also create IT management headaches and data security risks. Now, with Windows Server you can
provide your employees with the freedom to do business nearlyanywhere they need to be-and have
peace of mind from a platform that helps protect your data.

3 Ways to Enable Business Anywhere

Provide a consistent

mobile experience
across PCs & devices

Enable easy remote
access to on-site

applications

Respond faster to
customers and win

more sales

Give your employees the flexibility to work wherever
they need to be, while offering a consistent,
personalized Windows 8 experience across PCs and
mobile devices.

Provide easy remote access to on-site applications,
like accounting and CRM, while having the peace of
mind that corporate data is kept on the server-not
on the laptop or mobile device.

With Office 365, your sales team can reliably access
their productivity tools and latest documents across
devices, while traveling or at a customer site-and
their personalized settings will roam with them.

"We have software developers, mostly in remote locations... By using
Windows Server 2012, we improve developers' ability to access
centralized server resources."

Michael Brittenham

IT Director, Jack Henry & Associates

Microsoft



"We have so much more flexibility
with Office 365. It aligns with our
need to always provide timely
support to our members, whether
we're working from the office, at
home, or in the field."

Amanda Reynolds,
Director of Communications, Copyright Alliance

Provide easy remote access to applications with greater peace of mind

Mobile &

Remote Workers

On-site

applications

Accounting

fi _

CRM

•••> ES 9 >
...v lilJLEl
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Product

database

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
in Windows Server 2012

Windows Server

Employees increasingly want the freedom to
get their work done on remote desktops and
mobile devices. Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
(VDI) is a technology in Windows Server 2012
that helps you accommodate this need by
easily delivering a consistent, familiar
experience across PCs and devices.

While mobility adds value to your business, it
can also add risk, as devices and laptops are
all too often lost or stolen. With VDI, your
data stays on the server—so you can give
employees easy remote access to on-site
applications, with the peace-of-mind that
company information is kept on the server
where it is backed up and up-to-date.



ATTENDEE SURVEY

Thank you for attending today's event.
Yourfeedback is important as we build future programming. Please take a brief moment to provide your feedback.

Contact Information (required)

FIRST NAME LAST NAME EMAIL

BUSINESS PHONE JOB TITLE

COMPANY NAME COMPANY ADDRESS

EVENT TITLE EVENT DATE

Please help us improve future events by responding to the survey below

EventlSatisfactlon

1. The event was relevant

to my current and future
business needs.

2. The presenter was
knowledgeable about the
subject.

3. The presenter kept me
engaged.

4. The material was Informative

and valuable.

5. This event met my
expectations.

Strongly
Disagree

1 2

o o
3

o

12 3

o o o

4

o

Strongly
Agree

5 N/A

O O

4 5 N/A

O O O

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

o o o o O O

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

o o O o O O

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

o o O o O O

6. As a result of this event, my
overall opinion of Microsoft
has Improved.

7.1 would recommend Microsoft

products/solutions to
colleagues or peers.

Strongly
Disagree

1 2

O O

1

o
2

o

3

o

3

O

Strongly
Agree

4 5 N/A

O O O

4

o
5

O
N/A

o

8.1 would recommend this event

to someone else.

1

o
2

o
3

O
4

o
5

O
N/A

O

Burchase

9. When do you expect to
purchase the products/
technologies you have seen
today?

O 1 - 6 months
O 7- 12months

O 12+months
O Icurrently own oruse them
O No plans to purchase

Do you belong to another business organlzatlon(s) (Chamber, Business Council, Women's organization, etc) that would be
Interested In having a free technology seminar like today's event? If so, please provide this Information:

Name of organization: City: State:

Please provide us with any additional feedback on the event:

Thank you for taking the time to complete our survey.

Microsoft Community Connections Event Survey Privacy Statement (last updated: 8-27-2013)

Microsoft is committed to protecting your privacy. Survey responses are collected by Metrics that Matter, a market research company commissioned by Microsoftto conduct this survey.
Yourpersonal information such as name, e-mail address, postal address, and phone number may be collected if you choose to register to participate in the Microsoft Community
Connections event survey. Your responses to this surveywill be linkedto the contact information previously collected by Microsoft and shared with Microsoft.

Please note that this privacy statement applies only to the Microsoft Community Connections event survey. It does not apply to other online or offline Microsoft sites, surveys, products,
or services.

Please contact mcchelp@microsoft.com if you have any questions concerning collection and use of your personal information.

Microsoft may send me pertinent security, product, and event information via:

• Work address • Emailaddress • Business phone number

• Microsoft Partners may contact me with information about their products, services and events.
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